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Abstract The analysis of spectroscopic data for 30 Algol-
type binaries is presented. All these systems are short
period Algols having primaries with spectral types B and
A. Dominant spectral lines were identified for the spec-
tra collected and their equivalent widths were calculated.
All the spectra were examined to understand presence of
mass transfer, a disk or circumstellar matter and chromo-
spheric emission. We also present first spectroscopic and
period study for few Algols and conclude that high reso-
lution spectra within and outside the primary minimum
are needed for better understanding of these Algol type
close binaries.
Keywords Algols; period study; spectral lines; mass-
transfer
1 Introduction
Algol systems are semi-detached close interacting bina-
ries, which consist of a hot and more massive B-A type
main-sequence primary star and a cool, giant or sub-
giant secondary star of F-K spectral type that transfers
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mass and angular momentum to the primary via Roche
lobe overflow (RLOF) (Kopal (1955); Giuricin et al. (1983)).
They are an important source to study various phenom-
ena, such as mass transfer and accretion, angular mo-
mentum, magnetic activity in the late-type companion
and orbit evolution. Studies of these binaries resulting
in reliable fundamental parameters has significantly in-
creased due to the availability of high-resolution spec-
troscopic data. Detailed studies of Algols, both detached
and semidetached are important in understanding and
developing theoretical models representing the forma-
tion and evolution of binary systems as well as a sin-
gle stars. The chemical composition of stellar photo-
spheres in mass-transferring binary systems like Algols
is an important diagnostic to study the nucleosynthesis
processes which occur deep inside the component stars.
This study also provides the information on the compo-
nents history. The evolutionary process in these interact-
ing binaries cause many observable effects (changes in
orbital period, erratic light variability, distorted radial ve-
locity curves, etc.), with the most important being mass
transfer. Up to 80% of the more massive star’s initial mass
can be lost, exposing deep inner layers of the star that
have been changed by thermonuclear fusion during its
main sequence evolution. There are also changes hap-
pening in some of the material transferred to the com-
panion. The abundance pattern in Algol-type binaries
could reveal their past, and would be strong evidence
for postulated mass transfer between the components
(Sarna and De Greve (1996)). The current work high-
lights the results of low-resolution spectroscopy carried
out over several nights to investigate the changes in emis-
sion and absorption line profiles of the star systems. The
orbital period variations were investigated for selected
Algol-type eclipsing binaries in this study. The O-C dia-
grams of 13 of these Algols show some measurable period
variation, whereas for the other 17 Algols the changes are
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2undefined due to insufficient number or non-availability
of data.
2 Observations, Data Reduction and Analysis
Low resolution spectral observations were carried out
using the 2-m Himalayan Chandra Telescope (HCT) of
Indian Astronomical Observatory equipped with a Hi-
malaya Faint Object Spectrograph Camera (HFOSC). The
telescope has a 2K×4K CCD and a central strip of 500 x
3500 pixels was used. A total of 31 Algols (as listed in Ta-
ble 1) were observed on various nights in the years 2013
and 2014 with exposures varying between 380s-1200s as
listed in Table 1. The observed data covers wavelength
region of 3500-9100 Å. This is achieved using two grism
Gr7 and Gr8. For Gr7 the wavelength coverage is 3500-
7800 Å and for Gr8 it is 5200-9200 Å. This gives a disper-
sion of 1.5 Å/pixel and a resolution of ∼11 Å. The FeAr
arc lamp was used for wavelength calibration of spec-
trum taken with Gr7 and FeNe arc lamp spectrum was
used for wavelength calibration of spectrum taken with
Gr8. The IRAF1package and different sub-packages like
ONEDSPEC were used for reducing the spectra after bias
and flat-field corrections. Later the spectra were normal-
ized for further studies.
3 Period Analysis and Spectroscopic study
In order to carry out period analysis for the Algols in this
study, times of minimum available in the literature were
collected and the new phases listed in Table 1 were calcu-
lated. Fig 1 show the (O-C) diagrams that are constructed
from all times of primary minima available. Only 13 Al-
gols have data which were used to investigate period vari-
ations. The O-C diagrams show significant period varia-
tions which can be fit to polynomial equation. The pe-
riod changes of some of the systems are tilted sinusoidal
variations superimposed on either upward or downward
parabolic forms suggesting presence of tertiary compo-
nent.
Algols are close interacting binaries in which mass
transfer occurs as a result of RLOF from the evolved late-
type secondary star. The stream, impact point and other
accretion structures arising from mass transfer often give
rise to emission and absorption lines. In this study we
also present the observed spectral profiles of 30 Algol bi-
naries. The dominant spectral lines identified in spectral
1IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatory,
which is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in As-
tronomy (AURA) under cooperative agreement with the National Sci-
ence Foundation.
range 3000-7000Å and their profiles are presented and
discussed. The equivalent widths of identified spectral
lines with absorption feature for all the Algols and emis-
sion feature for XY Pup are being reported for the first
time. The equivalent widths obtained for the dominant
spectral lines are given in Table 2. To derive the spectral
class and thus the effective temperatures of the compo-
nents of Algols in this study, the observed spectra were
first compared with standard spectra catalogued in the li-
brary of Stellar Spectra (Jacoby et al. (1984)). Based on chi
square minima and visual inspections, the best fit spec-
tral model was selected. It was also observed that the
dominant spectral lines were normal and free of emis-
sion (except in XY Pup) while atomic absorption features
matched very well with the corresponding atomic ab-
sorption features of the standard spectra.
3.1 V0616 Aql
V0616 Aql (= GSC 04147-01115 = TYC 4147-1115-1, V =
14.55) is one of the least studied Algol binary which was
first catalogued by Hoffmeister (1943) and the linear ele-
ments were derived by Zejda (2002a); Kreiner (2004). This
is one of least observed Algol with only 6 times of min-
ima(ToM) in the literature. The O-C residuals were ob-
tained from the recent epoch available in the literature
and the same is plotted in the Figure 2. The quadratic
fit for the O-C variation resulted in dp/dt = -0.001481
days/yr. The significant change observed from the best fit
curve is of that of a decreasing trend extended over a pe-
riod of 8 years with 200 orbital cycles. The ephemeris ob-
tained in the current study is HJD (Min I) = 2456770.486
+ 1d .690532×E. However, better conclusions can be laid
on only with further observations.
Fig. 1 Spectrum of V0616 Aql.
2Negative sign indicates emission line strength.
3Table 1 Observed Algols: their periods and UT date of observations
S.No. Algol Name Period Date of Observation Epoch Phase Exposure time(secs)
1. V0616 Aql 1.6906 Apr 23, 2014 2456770.486 0.973 1380
2. V0769 Aql 4.5623 Nov 20, 2013 2452500.270 0.977 1200
3. V1340 Aql 1.5969 Mar 18, 2013 2452501.200 0.349 1380
4. HN Cas 2.6594 Nov 12, 2013 2456619.306 0.147 1200
5. V0380 Cas 1.3577 Nov 20, 2013 255479.656 0.075 600
6. AV Cep 2.9584 Oct 13, 2013 255643.5478 0.020 720
7. XY Cet 2.7807 Nov 20, 2013 2456617.251 0.018 360
8. RS CMi 5.0278 Feb 20, 2013 2448659.708 0.412 1200
Feb 20, 2014 2448659.708 0.004 1200
9. RS CVn 4.7979 Apr 23, 2014 2448230.537 0.101 1320
10. RR Dra 2.8313 Apr 23, 2014 2454200.534 0.021 1320
11. TZ Eri 2.6061 Nov 20, 2013 255478.764 0.972 720
12. AN Gem 2.0325 Nov 12, 2013 2448394.577 0.911 1200
13. SX Gem 1.3669 Feb 20, 2013 2448656.914 0.050 1200
Feb 20, 2014 2448656.914 0.065 480
14. TW Lac 3.0374 Dec 21, 2013 2456647.435 0.293 1200
15. FG Lyr 2.8718 Apr 23, 2014 2456770.916 0.028 900
16. BZ Mon 3.4518 Feb 20, 2013 2448660.263 0.070 900
Feb 20, 2014 2448660.263 0.807 900
17. CH Mon 6.9223 Nov 12, 2013 2456619.442 0.014 1200
18. FW Mon 3.8736 Mar 18, 2013 2448630.672 0.003 1200
19. HP Mon 1.4547 Feb 20, 2013 2456344.174 0.342 1200
Feb 20, 2014 2456344.174 0.261 1200
20. RV Oph 1.3577 Nov 20, 2013 2448634.730 0.324 1200
21. FH Ori 2.1512 Oct 14, 2013 255581.721 0.249 900
22. Z Ori 5.2033 Mar 21, 2014 254516.431 0.991 900
23. V0640 Ori 2.0207 Oct 13, 2013 253008.704 0.013 1200
24. CK Per 2.3728 Oct 13, 2013 2456617.245 0.995 1800
Nov 20, 2013 2456617.245 0.015 1200
25. Z Per 3.0563 Feb 20, 2013 2456343.109 0.015 720
Oct 13, 2013 2456343.109 0.016 900
Feb 20, 2014 2456343.109 0.443 600
26. XY Pup 14.7783 Feb 20, 2013 2456709.207 0.196 720
27. AC Tau 2.0434 Dec 21, 2013 2456648.145 0.938 1200
28. RW Tau 2.7688 Oct 16, 2013 2456582.117 0.115 480
29. AF UMa 5.2576 Mar 18, 2013 2448631.425 0.942 1200
Mar 21, 2014 2448631.425 0.940 1200
30. VV Vul 3.4114 Nov 20, 2013 2454410.390 0.868 720
4Table 2 The equivalent widths of the spectral lines obtained for the Algols that were observed with HCT
S.No. Algol Name Phase Hδ Hγ Hβ Hα NaI Ca II Ca II Ca triplet
(4101.70Å) (4340.47Å) (4861.33Å) (6562.80Å) (5889.95Å+ (8498.03Å) (8542.09Å) (8662.14Å)
5895.92Å)
1. V0616 Aql 0.878 10.970 7.162 3.988 3.761 1.916 0.261 1.018 1.339
2. V0769 Aql 0.977 2.541 3.876 4.664 3.411 0.968 1.095 1.885 2.591
3. V1340 Aql 0.349 0.284 5.909 3.124 3.067 0.428 0.167 - 0.136
4. HN Cas 0.147 12.110 9.818 8.806 2.638 1.935 0.618 0.263 0.843
5. V0380 Cas 0.706 11.820 11.730 13.460 7.816 1.108 0.910 1.655 5.379
6. AV Cep 0.384 8.494 10.600 7.414 1.475 1.636 1.598 0.941 10.130
7. XY Cet 0.018 6.202 4.409 7.159 6.144 0.301 1.003 1.227 1.953
8. RS CMi 0.412 11.010 13.370 5.012 4.095 1.256 0.765 0.080 0.393
9. RS CVn 0.101 2.877 1.744 2.745 1.043 1.354 0.991 1.973 2.060
10. RR Dra 0.021 11.060 10.500 12.360 0.974 1.398 1.486 2.241 1.807
11. TZ Eri 0.071 6.888 4.737 7.622 3.716 1.766 1.913 3.642 3.362
12. AN Gem 0.911 4.346 19.600 7.176 5.424 0.504 0.216 1.208 9.990
13. SX Gem 0.050 9.676 10.140 8.992 5.754 1.345 0.591 1.094 1.201
0.065 10.200 10.410 8.790 6.112 1.322 0.501 1.146 2.525
14. TW Lac 0.293 8.559 9.155 7.726 5.362 1.322 0.501 1.146 2.525
15. FG Lyr 0.028 2.437 2.283 2.616 1.887 2.772 0.946 2.192 1.071
16. BZ Mon 0.070 0.663 4.252 2.315 1.263 0.117 - - -
0.806 13.010 9.118 6.619 0.111 0.071 - - -
17. CH Mon 0.014 8.302 8.190 5.493 1.029 2.051 0.731 2.008 0.328
18. FW Mon 0.022 16.680 4.690 4.228 2.196 1.296 0.247 0.346 3.520
19. HP Mon 0.342 1.471 14.820 3.136 5.877 1.628 0.086 1.076 0.659
0.260 6.594 7.184 12.250 6.640 0.992 0.298 1.123 0.694
20. RV Oph 0.324 11.620 11.130 9.907 6.107 1.354 0.991 1.973 2.060
21. FH Ori 0.249 11.350 5.984 3.323 7.141 1.405 1.077 9.734 3.037
22. Z Ori 0.991 4.714 5.648 4.773 3.511 0.437 0.479 1.723 0.646
23. V0640 Ori 0.013 2.546 4.816 5.433 4.061 1.445 1.195 1.577 1.719
24. CK Per 0.995 1.100 2.762 3.517 2.105 0.556 0.304 0.429 0.323
25. Z Per 0.015 11.650 11.420 10.950 6.736 0.515 0.925 1.879 3.797
0.016 11.300 11.840 11.580 7.032 1.190 0.355 2.105 1.953
0.443 11.640 11.970 12.650 7.358 0.979 0.953 2.260 2.295
26. XY Pup2 0.195 -4.605 0.744 -1.891 -3,585 3.872 1.316 2.208 1.655
27. AC Tau 0.278 6.723 7.445 5.691 4.464 0.323 2.920 1.360 0.995
0.938 3.571 5.073 5.391 4.285 0.396 0.449 1.652 3.397
28. RW Tau 0.116 9.082 9.684 7.869 5.805 1.333 0.311 1.068 1.187
29. AF UMa 0.942 9.127 12.370 12.470 2.092 0.101 0.577 0.209 6.369
0.940 13.050 15.850 14.300 8.766 0.358 6.112 0.760 9.880
30. VV Vul 0.869 11.070 10.560 9.785 6.715 1.644 0.084 2.097 2.417
5Fig. 2 O-C diagram of V0616 Aql.
One spectra for V0616 Aql was obtained on Apr 23,
2014 and the phase of observation calculated from the
derived epoch is 0.9732. Spectral lines and their dom-
inant profiles obtained can be seen in Figure 1. All the
Balmer lines in the selected wavelength range show good
absorption profiles with equivalent widths as shown in
Table 2. It is observed that Hα and Hβ lines show a
greater fill in the absorption profiles than other Balmer
lines.
3.2 V0769 Aql
Fig. 3 Spectrum of V0769 Aql.
V0769 Aql (=GSC 05164-01535, V=15.40) was catalogued
as an Algol type close binary by Budding et al. (2004) and
Malkov et al. (2006). This is least studied Algol binary
with period derived as 4d .5623 Kukarkin et al. (1971). The
spectral type derived to be as G7V using the 2MASS mag-
nitudes by Cutri et al. (2003). Due to lack of latest data,
the available epoch in the literature was taken to calculate
the phase. No period study was done due to unavailabil-
ity of data. One spectrum for the variable was obtained
on Nov 20, 2013 at phase 0.9773. The dominant Balmer
line profiles in the spectrum are presented for the first
time in this paper (Figure 3) and the equivalent widths
obtained are given in Table 2. Due to the observed phase
lying close to primary minima, the obtained spectra can
be representing the cooler evolved secondary and its en-
vironment. However, the best fit spectral model couldn’t
be obtained using Jacoby spectral library.
3.3 V1340 Aql
V1340 Aql(=2MASS J18441601-0330147, B=14.3) is also
one of the least studied Algol with a period of 1d .596940
(Avvakumova et al. (2013)). It was identified as a vari-
able star by Kurochkin (1954); Kholopov et al. (1981) and
later was catalogued as Algol type by Budding et al. (2004)
and Malkov et al. (2006). No period study was done on
this variable due to lack of data. One spectrum for V1340
Aql at phase 0.3485 as calculated from available epoch,
was obtained on Mar 18, 2013. We report the dominant
Balmer lines in the spectrum for the first time. The spec-
trum is shown in Figure 4 and corresponding equivalent
widths are given in Table 2. All the spectral lines are in
absorption. Hδ shows a weaker absorption compared to
other Balmer lines.
Fig. 4 Spectrum of V1340 Aql.
3.4 HN Cas
HN Cas (GSC 03672-01509, 2MASS J01005435 + 5554178,
V=15.45) was classified as a variable star by Hoffmeister
(1943); Ahnert et al. (1947a) and the period of the vari-
able is 2d .6594 (Kukarkin et al. (1971)). Later it was cat-
alogued as Algol by Kinnunen and Skiff (2000),Budding
et al. (2004) and Malkov et al. (2006). Few times of min-
ima (ToM) were given by Brát et al. (2007) which is in-
sufficient to carry out period study. Further no detailed
study was carried out for the variable so far. One spectra
for HN Cas at phase 0.1466 (as calculated from the avail-
able epoch) was obtained on Nov 12, 2013. The dominant
Balmer spectral lines can be seen in Figure 5 and equiva-
lent widths are given in Table 2. It is observed that Hα ab-
sorption profile is relatively less prominent than the other
6Balmer lines which could be due to fill in effect. The spec-
tral class determined in the current study using best fit
spectral model (Jacoby et al. (1984)) is A1 V.
Fig. 5 Spectrum of HN Cas.
3.5 V0380 Cas
V0380 Cas (=GSC 04307-01121= TYC 4307-1121-1) was
first discovered by Bauernfeind in 1899 and its eclips-
ing nature was studied by Strohmeier and Bauernfeind
(1968). Meinunger (1965) has classified its spectral type
as A0 and orbital elements were first given by Brancewicz
and Dworak (1980). This is a well studied Algol binary
with current period given as 1d .357270 by Christopoulou
et al. (2011) . They carried out first photometric study
and found it to be a well-detached system with mod-
erately evolved main-sequence components and a high
resolution spectroscopy is recommended for this system
to determine its evolutionary status. They also concluded
from the period study that there is no indication of pe-
riod change, eliminating the possibility of third compan-
ion. Hence no period period study was done in the cur-
rent work. One spectrum for V0380 Cas was obtained on
Nov 20, 2013 at phase 0.0749. The dominant Balmer line
profiles can be seen in Figure 6 and the derived equiva-
lent widths are given in Table 2.
Fig. 6 Spectrum of V0380 Cas.
3.6 AV Cep
Fig. 7 Spectrum of AV Cep.
AV Cep (= 2MASS J05542644+8601206,V=12.18) was first
identified and catalogued as eclipsing binary by Kukarkin
et al. (1971). It was later classified as an Algol type by
Budding et al. (2004) and the updated period of the vari-
able was given as 2d .958100 (Malkov et al. (2006)). Photo-
electric minima (Agerer and Hubscher (2003); Hubscher
(2007); Hubscher et al. (2012)) and few ToM (Borovicka
(1993); Kreiner (2004)) are available in the literature.
However, the ToM in the literature are very few to carry
out O-C studies. One spectrum for AV Cep was obtained
on Oct 13, 2013 at phase 0.0199 (calculated from the lat-
est epoch available in the literature). Dominant spectral
lines are shown in Figure 7 and the calculated equivalent
widths are given in Table 2. From the observed phase
the spectra can be attributed to the secondary compo-
nent and it is also observed that Hα absorption profile
is relatively less prominent than the other Balmer lines
which could be due to fill in effect .The spectral class
determined in this current study using best fit spectral
model (Jacoby et al. (1984)) is F5 II.
73.7 XY Cet
XY Cet(=TYC 51-832-1, V=8.75) is a well studied Al-
gol type binary. It was first discovered by Strohmeier
and Knigge (1961) and was photoelectrically observed
by Morrison and Morrison (1968). Detailed analysis
of this binary was extensively done by many authors.
The current period as derived by Smalley et al. (2014)
is 2d .780710. Period studies were carried out by many
authors beginning with Srivastava (1988) to Southworth
et al. (2011) however, no period variations were reported
so far. Hence no period study was done in the present
work. Popper (1971) obtained first spectroscopic data
of this Algol and proposed its spectral type as A2 and
F0 by inspecting metallic lines. This was further vali-
dated and refined using photometry data from super-
WASP study (Southworth et al. (2011)). Eker et al. (2014,
2015) have deduced the double-lined binary nature and
spectral type by disentangling previously observed data
for the variable. In the current work one spectrum for
XY Cet was obtained on Nov 20, 2013. From the latest
epoch available the phase calculated is 0.0179. The dom-
inant profiles in the spectra are shown in Figure 8 and the
equivalent widths calculated are given in Table 2. The
spectral type determined using (Jacoby et al. (1984)) is
F0 III which is in agreement with that deduced from the
work done by Eker et al. (2015).
Fig. 8 Spectrum of XY Cet.
Fig. 9 O-C diagram of RS CMi.
3.8 RS CMi
RS CMi (=AN 154.1928, B=13.8) is an Algol-type eclipsing
binary with an orbital period of 5d .027800 (Avvakumova
et al. (2013)). It was discovered by Hoffmeister (1928).
Budding et al. (2004) and Malkov et al. (2006) have pre-
sented this variable in the catalogue of Algol type binary
stars. Many authors Diethelm (2005); Hubscher (2007);
Hubscher et al. (2009) have presented ToM for this bi-
nary. It is one of the least studied Algols with only 5 ToM
available of which a group of 4 are spread around 7 yrs
and one observation separated from the group by about
60 years. We present the first period and spectroscopic
study. The best fit for the O-C plot in Figure 9 shows
only a decreasing trend of period at the rate of dp/dt =
4.9971x10−7 days/year. The new epoch obtained from
current study is HJD (Min I) = 2448659.708 + 5d .027755
× E. Two spectra were obtained for RS CMi on Feb 20,
2013 and on Feb 20, 2014 at phases 0.4117 & 0.0044, re-
spectively calculated from the new epoch. The spectral
lines identified are shown in Figure 10 and the equivalent
widths of the dominant lines are given in Table 2. From
the spectral study it is observed that the absorption pro-
file for the Hα line is relatively less prominent when com-
pared to other Balmer lines indicating fill in effect for the
primary component. At the phase outside eclipse both
Hα & Hβ show fill in effect in the absorption profile rel-
ative to other Balmer lines. This can be related to the
evolution of disk around the current primary, which can
be confirmed with further observations. Based on mini-
8mum res2 and visual inspections, the spectral class is de-
rived to be A3 III (Jacoby et al. (1984)).
Fig. 10a Spectrum of RS CMi (2013).
Fig. 10b Spectrum of RS CMi (2014).
3.9 RS CVn
RS CVn (= GSC 02534-01642 = AN 10.1914, V = 7.93) is
one of the most interesting and well studied Algol type bi-
nary since its discovery by Hoffmeister (1915) along with
5 times of minima. It has an orbital period of 4d .797900
(Kukarkin et al. (1971)) and spectral class F6IV+G8IV
(Strassmeier and Fekel (1990)). Photometric and spectro-
scopic investigations revealed the orbital elements and
spectral types of the components as F3 & K0 by Popper
(1980). It was observed that there is a cyclic fluctuation
in the primary period which was mostly due to mass loss
during continuous ejection of particles from migrating
active regions like star spots on the cooler star. It was
also hypothesized that the variable is in pre-main se-
quence contraction and the cooler star shows a T-Tauri
star characteristics (Sitterly (1921); Joy (1922); Keller and
Limber (1951); Plavec and Smetanova (1959); Hall (1972);
Arnold and Hall (1973); Catalano and Rodono (1974);
Rhombs and Fix (1976)). In addition, the spectral stud-
ies carried out by Fernández-Figueroa et al. (1994) in the
region of Ca II H & K for the variable confirmed emis-
sion flux variations with the orbital phases. The ultravi-
olet excess characterizing RS CVn spectra was attributed
to the free free emission from hot circumstellar gas by
Rhombs and Fix (1976) . In the current work this is an
Algol type with 18 observations of ToM is plotted for the
period study. 17 of the observations are grouped around
40 years and this group is separated by one of the obser-
vations by about 46 years. However the data shows a si-
nusoidal component of period variations superimposed
on the decreasing trend (Figure 11) of the best fit curve.
A quadratic ephemeris to fit the O-C variation is derived
to be dp/dt = -2.9951x10−6 days/year. The new epoch
deduced is HJD (Min I) = 2448230.537 + 4d .797852 × E.
Mass exchange or mass loss or presence of third body
can be excluded (Lanza and Rodonò (2004); Frasca and
Lanza (2005)) for variables showing magnetic activity.
The magnetic activity is evident in RS CVn (Fernández-
Figueroa et al. (1994)) attributing to the sinusoidal pe-
riod changes. One spectrum for RS CVn was obtained
on Apr 23, 2014 at phase 0.1010 calculated from the de-
rived epoch. No spectroscopy work was carried out for
the past three decades. In the current study we present
the spectrum with dominant spectral lines observed as
shown in Figure 13 and the equivalent widths calculated
in Table 2, the light curve obtained using data available in
the literature is shown in Figure 12. The Balmer lines in
the spectra show weak absorption profiles which could
be due to fill in effect caused by activity on or near the
primary component.
Fig. 11 O-C diagram of RS CVn.
9Fig. 12 Light curve of RS CVn.
Fig. 13 Spectrum of RS CVn.
3.10 RR Dra
RR Dra (= AN 188.1904, V= 9.831) is an Algol-type eclips-
ing binary with an orbital period of 2d .831200 (Kukarkin
et al. (1971)). It contains an A2 type primary and a K0-
type secondary (Yoon et al. (1994)). Many times of light
minimum of RR Dra were collected from previous work
(Dugan and Wright (1939); Szczepanowska (1956, 1959);
Whitney (1957)) and extensive period study was carried
out for this variable showing a secular change with rapid
period increase rate of dp/dt = +4.24 Œ 10−6 days/year
(Qian et al. (2002)). A spectrum was obtained at phase
0.0210 (calculated using latest epoch available in the lit-
erature) on April 23, 2014. The dominant spectral lines
identified are shown in Figure 15, their equivalent widths
are given in Table 2 and the light curve is shown in Figure
14. The equivalent width of the Hα line shows a remark-
ably high fill in effect compared to other Balmer lines of
all the Algols in current study. The work done by Qian
et al. (2002) suggests that the rapid period changes su-
perimposed on the long-term increases could be due to
the structural variation of the cool mass-loser through
the instabilities in the convective outer layer (COL) or
through cyclic magnetic activity of the K0-type compo-
nents. Since for this variable the period jumps are not
observed in a short-term alternating way, the most pos-
sible explanation for period changes could be the struc-
tural change caused by instabilities in the COL via a dy-
namical mass loss from the cool subgiant. When the pa-
rameters were plotted (Figure 52) on the available mod-
els (Lubow and Shu (1975); Kaitchuck (1985)), the posi-
tion of RR Dra is observed to be above theωd i sk implying
that it is similar to those systems with permanent dou-
ble peaked emission lines that may vary in strength and
shape. It also indicates that stable disk could not form
but circumstellar bulges may be possible, thus validating
Qian’s study.
Fig. 14 Light curve of RR Dra.
Fig. 15 Spectrum of RRDra.
3.11 TZ Eri
TZ Eri (=GSC 04147-01115=TYC 4147-1115-1, V= 10.60)
is an Algol-type eclipsing binary with an orbital period
2d .6061 (Kreiner (2004)). Its variability was discovered
by Hoffmeister (1929) and spectral class was first clas-
sified by Cannon (1934) as F type. Many authors have
(Kaitchuck and Honeycutt (1982); Kaitchuck and Park
10
(1988); Vesper et al. (2001)) have studied the variable and
given the parameters predicting the presence of an ac-
cretion disc in the system. The variable’s possible link
between the orbital and pulsational periods was inves-
tigated by Soydugan et al. (2006). Observed minima
were given by many authors Kordylewski (1963); Mallama
(1980); Faulkner and Kaitchuck (1983); Samolyk (2008,
2010, 2011) and Harmanec (1988) detected a third body
in both light curve solutions as well as spectra. Liakos and
Niarchos (2009) has published frequency analysis and
the period study reveals a long-term period increase at-
tributed to mass transfer from secondary component to
primary component (Zasche et al. (2008)). The spectral
types of the components are given as A5/6 for primary
and K0/1 III for secondary by Barblan et al. (1998) and its
pulsational behaviour was detected by Mkrtichian et al.
(2005).
A spectrum of TZ Eri was obtained at phase 0.071 on
Nov 20, 2013. The dominant spectral lines identified are
given in Figure 17. The light curve is shown in Figure 16
and the equivalent widths in Table 2. The Hα absorption
profile is observed to be relatively less prominent than
the other Balmer lines. The new phase obtained using
derived ephemeris is 0.97171. From the available mod-
els Lubow and Shu (1975) and Kaitchuck (1985), the po-
sition of TZ Eri is below the ωmin line showing primary
radius larger than ωd i sk . This implies that a stable ac-
cretion disk could not form but circumstellar bulges may
prevail.
Fig. 16 Light curve of TZ Eri.
Fig. 17 Spectrum of TZ Eri.
3.12 AN Gem
AN Gem (2MASS J07085752+1948136, V = 13.20) is an
Algol-type eclipsing binary with an orbital period 2d
.032300 (Kreiner (2004)). The linear elements for this
variable were given by authors Borovicka (1993),Hub-
scher (2005) & Kreiner (2004). No further work was car-
ried out on this variable so far. First period study is
presented in the current work and from the quadratic
ephemeris the O-C variation is calculated. The O-C di-
agram is shown in Figure 18 has been plotted for only 3
data points spanning over 11 years and one point sep-
arated by 66 years. The fit suggests a decreasing pe-
riod. The decreasing rate of period obtained is dp/dt
= -2.4932x10−6 days/year, however additional observa-
tions are required to understand the change clearly. The
new ephemeris obtained is as follows HJD (Min I) =
2448394.577+ 2d .03246× E. A spectrum for AN Gem was
obtained on Nov 12, 2013 at phase 0.911 and the spectral
lines identified are shown in Figure 19 and the equivalent
widths in Table 2. Based on minimum res2 and visual in-
spections, the best fit spectral model (Jacoby et al. (1984))
was selected to determine the spectral class as F3 III.
Fig. 18 O-C diagram of AN Gem.
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Fig. 19 Spectrum of AN Gem.
3.13 SX Gem
SX Gem (= AN 56.1908, V= 11.00) is an Algol-type eclips-
ing binary with an orbital period 1d .366900 with spec-
tral class A0+A9 (Giuricin et al. (1984)). It was first listed
in the catalogue of variable stars by Gaposchkin (1932).
Absolute parameters for this variable were deduced by
Brancewicz and Dworak (1980). Many authors have
recorded ToM but no period variation studies were done.
Zasche (2011) has derived basic parameters for SX Gem
and it is observed that the mass ratio is different in his
study when compared to that derived by Brancewicz and
Dworak (1980).
Fig. 20 O-C diagram of SX Gem.
Fig. 21 Light curve of SX Gem.
Fig. 22a Spectrum of SX Gem (2013).
The (O-C) is plotted (Figure 20) for 86 observations of
ToM with a group of 85 data points scattered around 45
years and separated from one observation by another 45
years. The observations show a large scatter around the
best fit curve, which is clearly showing a decreasing trend
of the period and the rate of period decrease obtained is
dp/dt = 1.666x10−8 days/year. The decreasing trend of
the period is in agreement with the change in mass ratio
of the variable. The new ephemeris obtained is as follows
HJD (Min I) = 2448656.9147 + 1d .366877 × E. The light
curve obtained from the data available in the literature
is shown in Figure 21. Two spectra for SX Gem were ob-
served on Feb 20, 2013 and Feb 20, 2014 at phases 0.050
and 0.065, obtained using latest epoch in the literature,
respectively as shown in Figure 22.
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Fig. 22b Spectrum of SX Gem (2014).
3.14 TW Lac
Fig. 23 O-C diagram of TW Lac.
TW Lac (=GSC 03987-01714=AN 123.1925, V=11.85) is a
detached Algol type binary. Its variability was first stud-
ied by Gaposchkin (1932), which led to extensive obser-
vations of minima for this variable. The spectral type
was derived to be A3 IV by Halbedel (1984) and period
3d .037518 (Kreiner (2004)). It was catalogued as Algol-
type by Budding et al. (2004) and was categorized as a
candidate semi detached system for pulsation by Soy-
dugan et al. (2006). The minima and period changes
were intensively studied by many authors Whitney (1957,
1959); Wood and Forbes (1963); Kreiner (1971); Agerer
and Hubscher (2003); Malkov et al. (2006); Erdem et al.
(2007); Dogru et al. (2007). In the current study the period
study has been performed on 65 observations of ToM.
The data shows a distinct sinusoidally varying period as
shown in the Figure 23 it is also observed that there is a si-
nusoidal component superimposed on increasing period
O-C curve.The epoch derived is as follows HJD (Min I) =
2456647.435 + 3d .074560 × E and the variation in period
is dp/dt = 6.1595x10−6 days/year.
Fig. 24 Spectrum of TW Lac.
Though the first spectral study was done by Halbedel
(1984), no information was provided about the spectra
except for spectral type. Kaitchuck et al. (1985) have done
spectroscopy of 52 short period Algols during their pri-
mary eclipse phase, and have tried to model the observed
spectral line profiles to understand the nature of the ac-
cretion disk around the primary. They have found that
when observed in July 1983, during eclipse which is a to-
tal eclipse, there is no emission in the observed Balmer
line profiles (Hβ to Hγ) and the approximate maximum
equivalent width of emission was less than 0.4. Their
study indicates that the system is not harboring a tran-
sient disc. We have done the spectral study for the spec-
tra obtained on Dec 21, 2013 at phase 0.293 calculated
from the latest epoch obtained. The spectrum showing
the dominant spectral lines is shown in Figure 24 and
their equivalent widths in Table 2. It is observed that all
the Balmer lines show strong absorption profile at the ob-
served phase that is out of eclipse. The spectral type ob-
tained using (Jacoby et al. (1984)) stellar library is A8 V.
3.15 FG Lyr
Fig. 25 O-C diagram of FG Lyr.
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Fig. 26 Spectrum of FG Lyr.
FG Lyr (= AN 45.1930, V = 12.4) is an Algol-type eclips-
ing binary with an orbital period 2d .87183 Kreiner (2004).
Dworak (1977) published minima from the Cracow ob-
servations of variable stars made during the years 1920-
1950. Later its photoelectric minima were determined by
Agerer and Hubscher (2001); Hubscher (2005). No de-
tailed study on the orbital period change of the system
has been done so far. We present the first period study.
There are only six data points with 5 spread over 15 years
and one point separated by 78 years in the literature. The
best fit on the observed data shows a decreasing period
and the O-C diagram represents the variation as shown
in Figure 25 with the rate of period decrease dp/dt as -
1.7765x10−6 days/year. The new epoch derived from the
present study is as follows HJD (Min I) = 2456770.916 +
2d .86112 × E. A spectrum was obtained on April 23, 2014
for this variable at phase 0.0277 and the spectral lines
identified are shown in Figure 26 and equivalent widths
are given in Table 2. The best fit spectral model was se-
lected (Jacoby et al. (1984)) to determine the spectral class
as G6 III, representing the spectral type of evolved sec-
ondary component.
3.16 BZ Mon
Fig. 27 O-C diagram of BZ Mon.
Fig. 28 Light curve of BZ Mon.
BZ Mon(= AN 63.1936, V = 12.10) is an Algol-type eclips-
ing binary with an orbital period 3d .451721 (Avvakumova
et al. (2013)). The variable has a rich observational his-
tory and was first discovered by Hoffmeister (1936) and
later basic data on light curve was given by many authors,
Ahnert and Hoffmeister (1943); Ahnert et al. (1947a)
with a major contribution from Schaefer (1980). He has
given an improved ephemeris included in GCVS Min I
= HJD2443192.663+3d .451804 Zakirov (2001) has con-
ducted first photoelectric UBVR observations in 1998-99
and has determined new ephemeris, component spectral
types as B5V & G2III and also concluded that the orbital
period can undergo small unexpected changes and its be-
havior can be represented as a parabola indicating pro-
gressive decrease in orbital period. The component pa-
rameters were determined to be Mh=4.9 M,Mc=2.7 M,
Rh=3.25 R, Rc = 5.2 R 3and age is ∼ 3×105years. Figure
27 represents O-C variation obtained in the current study
from quadratic ephemeris. The (O-C) plot shows the data
points separated in two groups with no recorded obser-
vations of minima timings for about 38 years between
the two groups. The first group has a scarce set of 5 data
points and the next group is recognizably spread out with
23 data points. The polynomial fit to the available data
shows a decrease in the period which is in accordance
with that given by Zakirov (2001) and the obtained dp/dt
is -3.0252x10−6 days/year. Figure 28 represents the V light
curve obtained from AAVSO. No additional work was car-
ried out on this variable except for deriving new times of
minima by Zejda (2004); Diethelm (2004); Kreiner (2004).
It is further listed in eclipsing binary catalogues by Bud-
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ding et al. (2004); Malkov et al. (2006); Avvakumova et al.
(2013).
Fig. 29a Spectrum of BZ Mon (2013).
In the present study, the new ephemeris obtained is as
follows HJD (Min I) = 2448660.263 + 3d .451800 × E.
In the present work two spectra were obtained for this
variable on Feb 20, 2013 and Feb 20, 2014 at phases
0.070 (closer to primary minima), 0.807 (closer to max-
ima) respectively. These phases were calculated through
the new epoch derived from period study. The spectral
lines identified are shown in Figure 29 for the observed
phases.There is an increase in the equivalent widths of
Balmer lines near maxima compared to the spectrum ob-
tained within the eclipse which shows spectral shallow
due to filled-in absorption (as shown in Table 2). This
can be attributed to the model defined by Zakirov (2001)
where the period decrease was explained to be the result
of non conservative mass flow and mass loss by the sys-
tem. Avvakumova et al. (2013) have derived the spectral
type to be B7 V. The best fit spectral model was selected
(Jacoby et al. (1984)) to determine the spectral class as A7
V, which has to be further validated.
Fig. 29b Spectrum of BZ Mon (2014).
3h - hotter component, c - cooler component
3.17 CH Mon
Fig. 30 Spectrum of CH Mon.
CH Mon(=AN 73.1936, GSC 00160-00530,B=13.1) was
first reported as a variable by Hoffmeister (1936) and
was further catalogued as an Algol type by Ahnert et al.
(1947a); Kinnunen and Skiff (2000); Budding et al. (2004)
and Malkov et al. (2006) . The period of the variable was
determined to be 6d .922312 by Avvakumova et al. (2013)
and no further study on times of minima or period varia-
tion was carried out in the literature. For the first time we
obtained a spectra for CH Mon on Nov 12, 2013 at phase
0.014. It is again one of the least studied Algol type bi-
naries. The dominant spectral lines are shown in Figure
30 and their equivalent widths calculated are as given in
Table 2. The Hα absorption profile is observed to be rel-
atively less prominent than the other Balmer lines which
could be due to fill in effect.The spectral type was deter-
mined to be A8 V (Jacoby et al. (1984)) based on minimum
res2 corresponding to evolved secondary component.
3.18 FW Mon
Fig. 31 Spectrum of FW Mon.
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FW Mon (= GSC 04845-02526=4845-2526-1, V = 9.97)
is an Algol-type eclipsing binary with an orbital period
3d .8735900 (Kukarkin et al. (1971)). Chang (1948) was the
first to study the variability of FW Mon and report the
spectral types of brighter and fainter components as B5
and F2. Brancewicz and Dworak (1980) have presented
physical parameters of FW Mon. Srivastava and Kandpal
(1993) have done photoelectric observations and no pe-
riod variation was found. Later on Budding et al. (2004)
has presented minima of FW Mon in the catalogue of Al-
gol type binary stars. In the current study we performed
period variation study for 15 data points spanning over
31 years and one point separated by 42 years. The data
points show a large scatter but the best polynomial fit
gives a decreasing period, however additional observa-
tions are required to understand the change clearly. The
rate of decrease of period dp/dt obtained is -1.6204x10−7
days/year and the new epoch obtained is HJD (Min I) =
2448630.672 + 3d .873589 × E. One spectra was obtained
on March 18, 2013 at phase 0.003 derived using the lat-
est times of minima in the literature. Figure 31 displays
the identified spectral lines and the equivalent widths ob-
tained are given in Table 2. The spectral class of the vari-
able is determined to be A9 V from (Jacoby et al. (1984))
our spectral observation.
3.19 HP Mon
Fig. 32 O-C diagram of HP Mon.
Fig. 33a Spectrum of HP Mon (2013).
HP Mon (= 2MASS J07103072-0533003) is an Algol-type
eclipsing binary with an orbital period 1d .45461. It was
listed in the catalogue of Algol type binary by Budding
et al. (2004) and Malkov et al. (2006). Times of minima
obtained through photoelectric observations were pre-
sented by Krajci (2006)and Hubscher et al. (2012). No
period variation study was carried out so far, we present
the first period study. This is another least studied Al-
gol with only four data points available and spread across
70 years. The best fit curve shows increase in the pe-
riod. The O-C variation is shown in Figure 32 and dp/dt
obtained is 3.2598x10−6 days/year. The new epoch ob-
tained in the current study is as follows HJD (Min I) =
2456344.174+ 1d .454641× E. Two spectra were obtained
for this variable on Feb 20, 2013 and Feb 20, 2014 at
phases 0.342, 0.261 respectively for the first time. The
equivalent widths of the prominent spectral lines (Figure
33) are tabulated in Table 2. The best fit spectral model
was selected from (Jacoby et al. (1984)) and spectral class
is determined to be A5 V.
Fig. 33b Spectrum of HP Mon (2014).
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3.20 RV Oph
RV Oph (= 2MASS J16490246-1927524, V = 8.00) is an
Algol-type eclipsing binary with an orbital period 3d
.687125. The variability of this star was first discovered
by Mrs.Fleming (Pickering (1904)) and has been further
observed by Dugan (1916). Walter (1970) carried out pho-
toelectric observations of the variable in B and V bands.
Compared to the previous observations the asymmetry
was reduced and a model of gas stream was given ex-
plaining characteristics of light curves. Mezzetti et al.
(1980) presented revised photometric light curves of RV
Oph. From the photometric studies by Liao and Qian
(2010) the light curve was found to be distinctly asym-
metrical near primary minimum and irregularities in the
phases out of eclipses were observed indicating influ-
ences of gas streams. The (O-C) has been plotted for 64
data points spanning over 45 years and one point sepa-
rated by about 40 years.The data points show a large scat-
ter but the best fit shows a decreasing period in Figure 34
with dp/dt= -6.2191x10−8 days/year. The new epoch de-
duced is HJD (Min I) = 2448634.730 + 3d .6871 × E. No
spectroscopic observations were done till date. Thus, the
first spectrum of the variable with a single spectrum ob-
served on March 18, 2013 at phase 0.324 as derived from
latest epoch in the literature. The spectral lines identi-
fied are given in Figure 35 and the equivalent widths are
given in Table 2. It is observed that there is prominent
fill in effect in Hα line when compared to other Balmer
lines. Kreiner (1971) has given the spectral type of the
variable as K0 whereas in the current study the best fit
spectral model was selected from Jacoby et al. (1984) to
determine the spectral class as F0 V which can be vali-
dated by further observations.
Fig. 34 O-C diagram of RV Oph.
Fig. 35 Spectrum of RV Oph.
3.21 FH Ori
FH Ori(=GSC 00109-02559,TYC 109-2559-1,V=11.37) is a
well studied Algol system with period of 2d .151110 (Drake
et al. (2014)). The variability of FH Ori was first de-
tected by Hoffmeister (1929); Guthnick and Prager (1934)
and the first photoelectric observations were done by
Zakirov (1994) showing that FH Ori is a typical EA-type
system. Many times of minima have been published
(Kreiner (1971); Dworak (1977); Agerer and Huebscher
(1998); Qian (2001)) to study period variations which in-
dicated secular decrease in the orbital period. This was
attributed to variable magnetic coupling and gravity cou-
pling between the two components. They also deter-
mined that it is a variable with apsidal motion with high
relative velocity and the orbital period is accounted to
mass transfer from primary to secondary and spectro-
scopic studies were recommended for detailed results.
We present first spectral study showing dominant pro-
files. The spectrum was obtained on Oct 14, 2013 at phase
0.2491. The prominent spectral lines are given shown
in Figure 36 and their equivalent widths in Table 2. The
spectral type determined by Avvakumova et al. (2013) is
A1V and by using the (Jacoby et al. (1984)) stellar library
we determined it to be A2 V.
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Fig. 36 Spectrum of FH Ori.
3.22 Z Ori
Z Ori (= GSC 00728-01172, TYC 728-1172-1, V=9.98) is
one of the least studied Algol type binary. Its variabil-
ity was first given by Gaposchkin (1932) and a spectro-
graphic observations were carried out by Struve (1947) to
determine the spectral type. The latest period available
in the literature is 5d .203265 (Avvakumova et al. (2013)).
Crawford (1955) categorized it to be a binary with sub-
giant secondary and spectral type as B5. Study for pe-
riod variation was carried out by Prikhod’Ko (1962) who
showed that the variation is cyclic. Very few minima are
available in the literature to do period variation studies.
One spectrum of Z Ori was obtained on Mar 21, 2014 at
phase 0.9913 obtained from latest epoch available in the
literature. The prominent spectral lines in the spectrum
are shown in Figure 37 and their equivalent widths are
given in Table 2. The spectrum displays absorption pro-
files of all the Balmer lines which could be due to evolved
secondary component as seen from the phase. Hα line is
weaker relative to other Balmer lines.
Fig. 37 Spectrum of Z Ori.
Fig. 38 Spectrum of V0640 Ori.
3.23 V0640 Ori
V0640 Ori (= GSC 05348-00080, TYC 5348-80-1, V=10.94)
is one of the least studied Algol with a period of 2d .020740
(Avvakumova et al. (2013)). It was catalogued as an Al-
gol type binary by Budding et al. (2004) and Malkov et al.
(2006). Times of minima were given by many authors
(Diethelm (2003, 2004); Dvorak (2004, 2005) and Locher
(2005)). The times of minima in the literature are very
few to carry out O-C studies. We obtained one spectrum
for V0640 Ori on Oct 13, 2013 at phase 0.013 calculated
with latest epoch in the literature. The dominant spec-
tral lines are given in Figure 38 and equivalent widths are
given in Table 2. The spectrum displays absorption pro-
files of all the Balmer lines which could be due to evolved
secondary as seen from the phase. Hδ line shows weaker
absorption profile relative to other Balmer lines. The best
fit spectral model was found to be (Jacoby et al. (1984)) A3
III.
3.24 CK Per
Fig. 39a Spectrum of CK Per (Oct,2013).
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Fig. 39b Spectrum of CK Per (Nov,2013).
CK Per (AN 10.1940,2MASS J02050675+5610247, V=15.2)
is one of the least studied Algol system. It was catalogued
as a variable star by Ahnert et al. (1947a). The period
of the variable is 2d .372800 (Kukarkin et al. (1971)) and
was further catalogued as an Algol type by Budding et al.
(2004); Malkov et al. (2006). Two spectra of CK Per were
obtained on Oct 13 & Nov 20, 2013 at phases 0.9948 &
0.015 respectively for the first time. The dominant spec-
tral lines are in Figure 39b and equivalent widths are
listed in Table 2. The H δ line shows stronger absorp-
tion profile relative to other Balmer lines and also dis-
tinctly stronger absorption profile of Na line in one spec-
trum obtained in Oct 2013 where as it shows relatively
weaker absorption profile in Nov 2013 near primary min-
ima. This variable will be an interesting object for period
study. Using (Jacoby et al. (1984)) stellar library, the spec-
tral type is determined as F8 V.
3.25 Z Per
Fig. 40 O-C diagram of Z Per.
Fig. 41 Light curve of Z Per.
Z Per (=GSC 04147-01115 = TYC 4147-1115-1, V = 10.60)
is an Algol-type eclipsing binary with an orbital period
of 3d .056306. The orbital period of this Algol has been
given by many authors (Wood and Forbes (1963); Mal-
lama (1987)). These are about 61 ToM spread about 54
years and the best fit is distinctly representing a decreas-
ing period. Many ToM were given in the literature and the
variable was observed to have a decreasing period since
the first AAVSO observations (Kreiner (1971); Samolyk
(1997); Samolyk (2010)). Along with the secular decrease
in orbital period, several sudden jumps were noticed in
the orbital period of Z Per within a time interval of 94
years i.e, from early 1901 and late 1995. A sinusoidal vari-
ation is evident (Figure 40) and could be an unseen third
star in the system with dp/dt = -2.2324x10−6 days/year.
The O-C residuals obtained in the current study is as fol-
lows HJD (Min I)=2456343.109+3d .056283×E. The light
curve obtained from the data available in the literature
is shown in Figure 41 The spectral type of this variable is
given as A0+G2 IV (Budding et al. (2004); Hoffman et al.
(2006)).
Fig. 42a Spectrum of Z Per (Feb, 2013).
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Fig. 42b Spectrum of Z Per (Oct, 2013).
We present the first spectral study of Z Per in this study.
Three spectra were obtained for Z Per on Feb 20, 2013 at
phase 0.015, Oct 13, 2013 at phase 0.016 and Feb 20, 2014
at phase 0.443. The dominant spectral lines obtained are
shown in Figure 42 and from the best fit spectral model
(Jacoby et al. (1984)) the spectral class was determined as
A7 V.
Fig. 42c Spectrum of Z Per (Feb, 2014).
3.26 XY Pup
XY Pup (=GSC 05421-00222, TYC 5421-222-1) was first
discovered by Hoffmeister (1929). In the first spectral
studies its spectral type was given as A3. Popper (1962);
De Loore and Sutantyo (1984) also found two compo-
nents at each of the D lines though not well separated.
They also detected Hα absorption line to be blended
with strong double emission attributed to the presence
of circumbinary gaseous envelope photospheric matter.
Brancewicz and Dworak (1980), classified the variable to
be Algol type with spectral type A3e+K3 IV. The ToM were
given in the literature by Dworak (1977); Dvorak (2004);
Kreiner (2004). Extensive photometry was performed
in the visible, IR & Radio by Woodsworth and Hughes
(1977); Kilkenny et al. (1985). Popper (1989) derived ra-
dial velocities from photometric analysis of Na D lines for
cooler component and found evidence for circumstellar
matter. The Hα line is in emission. It was also suggested
that the velocities represented Pseudo elliptical motion.
A spectrum was observed on Feb 20, 2013 and the phase
obtained as 0.1956 using the epoch in the literature. The
dominant spectral lines obtained are shown in Figure 43
and the equivalent width of the spectral lines are given
in Table 2, in which sodium line shows greater equiva-
lent width than all the other Algols under current study.
As seen from the Table 2 the variable is distinctly charac-
terized by emission spikes blended with absorption pro-
file in Balmer lines which can be due to central emission
(Vesper et al. (2001)) and the double peaked emission is
also suggestive of accretion disc.
Fig. 43 Spectrum of XY Pup.
3.27 AC Tau
Fig. 44a Spectrum of AC Tau (Nov, 2013).
AC Tau(=AN 41.1929,GSC 00082-00147, V=11.09) is one
of the least studied. It was catalogued as a variable star by
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Hoffmeister (1929); Webbink et al. (2002). The period of
the variable is 2d .043300 as given by Samus et al. (2009).
The spectral type was derived as F0+K6 by Baldwin and
Samolyk (1997). The ROTSE data has given the O-C as -
0.976 however the presence of third body for period vari-
ation was not asserted. Many ToM have been recorded
by Wood and Forbes (1963); Kreiner (1976); Safar and Ze-
jda (2000); Nelson (2003); Kreiner (2004); Locher (2005);
Samolyk (2008). Qian (Qian (2000)) has compiled various
times of light minimum and studied the changes in its or-
bital period which indicated cyclic variation with a secu-
lar increase. Pulsations have been defined and studied
by Soydugan et al. (2006); Zhang et al. (2013) suggesting
the delta scuti nature of the pulsations of the primary and
a possible relation between pulsation and orbital period.
In the current study we present one spectrum for AC Tau
which was obtained on Dec 21, 2013 at phase 0.938 de-
rived using latest epoch in the literature.
Fig. 44b Spectrum of AC Tau (Dec, 2013).
We present the dominant spectral lines in Figure 44
and their equivalent widths in Table 2. The spectrum
displays absorption profiles of all the Balmer lines. The
spectral class determined in this current study using best
fit spectral model (Jacoby et al. (1984)) is F9 V.
3.28 RW Tau
Fig. 45 O-C diagram of RW Tau.
RW Tau(=GSC 01826-00031=AN 102.1905, V=8.08) is
a well studied Algol system with an orbital period of
2d .76876 belonging to spectral type B9V (Abt (2008)). It
was first catalogued by Shapley (1913) and many ToM
are given in the literature by various authors. The O-C
variation obtained is shown in Figure 45 and the derived
dp/dt = 5.25816x10−8 days/year which represents a con-
stant period. The new epoch obtained is as follows HJD
(Min I) = 2456582.117 + 3d .085628 × E. Accretion disks
were first observed in RW Tau by Wyse (1934) and Struve
(1948, 1949) studied the rings in Algol system and sug-
gested that the rings were due to accretion of gas from
the secondary star.
Fig. 46 Light curve of RW Tau.
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Fig. 47 Spectrum of RW Tau.
Kaitchuck and Honeycutt (1982) have done detailed
study and computed disk radii from measured times of
disappearance and reappearance of each doppler com-
ponent during eclipse. RW Tau is well known for its tran-
sient disks and Lubow and Shu (1975) have calculated the
gas stream trajectories. Kaitchuck et al. (1985) showed
emission line widths to be almost constant during eclipse
and twice as broad as expected from rotational broaden-
ing in a disk. One spectra on Oct 16, 2013 was observed
for RW Tau at phase 0.115. The prominent spectral lines
are shown in Figure 47 and their equivalent widths are
given in Table 2. The spectral type as obtained from the
best fit spectral model using Jacoby et al. (1984) is B9 III
which is similar to that obtained by Joy and Wilson (1949).
As per the available models Lubow and Shu (1975) and
Kaitchuck et al. (1985), RW Tau is observed to be show-
ing primary radius larger thanωd i sk . This implies that a
stable accretion disk could not form but possibility of cir-
cumstellar bulges exists. The light curve obtained from
the data available in the literature is shown in Figure 46.
The system may have circumbinary gaseous envelop.
3.29 AF UMa
Fig. 48 O-C diagram of AF UMa.
Fig. 49 Light curve of AF UMa.
AF UMa (= GSC 04147-01115 = TYC 4147-1115-1, V =
10.60) is an Algol-type eclipsing binary with an orbital
period 5d .25755. No detailed study on the orbital period
changes of the system has been done so far. Brancewicz
and Dworak (1980) presented geometric and physical pa-
rameters of AF UMa. Many times of minima were re-
ported in the literature by Malkov et al. (2006); Samolyk
(2008, 2010, 2011); Brát et al. (2011). The photoelec-
tric observations were carried out and the minima were
given in IBVS by Hubscher et al. (2006); Hubscher et al.
(2012, 2015, 2016). The spectral type of the variable is
A0 (Brancewicz and Dworak (1980)). The O-C diagram is
shown in Figure 48, which has been plotted for only 11
data points spanning over 28 years and one point sepa-
rated by 57 years. The parabolic relation shows a tight fit
for the observed data, indicating an increase in the pe-
riod. However, this information can be authenticated
with further observations. Using the quadratic term
found in the O-C analysis, the increase rate in the period
of AF UMa is derived to be about dp/dt = 5.1575x10−7
days/year.
Fig. 50a Spectrum of AF UMa (Mar, 2013).
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Fig. 50b Spectrum of AF UMa (Mar, 2014).
The new ephemeris is obtained to be as HJD (Min I) =
2448631.4246 + 5d .2576 × E. Figure 49 shows the V-light
curve from the observational data taken from AAVSO.
Two spectra of AF UMa were observed on Mar 18, 2013
and Mar 21, 2014. The spectra obtained were at phases
0.942 and 0.940 respectively which were calculated using
the new epoch derived from period study. The spectral
lines identified are shown in Figure 50. It is observed that
there is an increase in the equivalent widths of the Balmer
lines (as shown in Table 2) especially in the Hαabsorption
line. AF UMa falls in to category 1A (Figure 52) of model
given by Vesper et al. (2001) which signifies a character-
istic of symmetric disk or bulge but no direct indications
of stream disk interaction. As per the models available
Lubow and Shu (1975); Kaitchuck (1985), the position of
AF UMa is observed to be showing primary radius greater
than ωd i sk but smaller than ωmin . This implies that the
accretion stream would have interacted with the primary
component and formed into a stable disk as evident from
the absorption line profiles observed in the spectra. The
best estimate of spectral type for AF UMa based on min-
imum res2 and visual inspections is derived to be A7 V
using Jacoby et al. (1984) stellar library. The spectral type
derived is varying from that reported earlier which could
be due to phase dependance.
3.30 VV Vul
VV Vul (=TYC 2180-593-1, V=12.40) was first discovered
by Wolf (1904) while searching for variables in Halbe-
del (1984) derived the spectral class to be A2/3 V and
the period was derived as 3d .411400 by Kreiner (2004).
Few times of minima were recorded between 1904 & 2009
and were catalogued by Budding et al. (2004); Malkov
et al. (2006) and the period changes were determined by
Qian (2000); Qian et al. (2002). O-C studies done by Qian
showed a secular increase in the period and from the as-
sumed parameters gave a high rate of mass transfer. In
the current study a spectrum for VV Vul was obtained at
phase 0.868 on Nov 20, 2013. The dominant profiles in
the spectra are shown in Figure 51 and equivalent widths
derived are given in Table 2.
Fig. 51 Spectrum of VV Vul.
4 Conclusions
Fig. 52 A plot of primary radius vs mass ratio as per the model
given by Lubow and Shu (1975); Kaitchuck (1985); Vesper et al.
(2001).
.
The dominant spectral lines in all the Algols were ob-
served to be of Hδ, Hγ, Hβ , Hα, Na I, Ca II & Ca triplet
with absorption profile except for XY Pup in which emis-
sion spike in H lines and absorption in Na line is observed
to be dominant. These systems are listed in Table 1 in al-
phabetical order along with details of observations and
we report the equivalent widths (EWs) obtained and ob-
served features in Table 2. For the variables AF UMa, RW
Tau, TZ Eri, RR Dra, TW Lac, Z Per, RV Oph & FH Ori we
tried to examine the systems with the model of Lubow
and Shu (1975) who established two parameters ωmin
and ωd i sk that indicate the characteristics of accretion
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disk. They signify the stream trajectory and disk forma-
tion in the orbit plane as a function of mass ratio. It was
observed that none of the systems had parameters be-
low theωmin line which signifies that the systems stream
misses the primary component and could form a stable
accretion disk. The spectral profiles obtained indicated
clear absorption lines.
We checked the physical parameters (Te f f and log g) for
the Algols in this study and this task was accomplished by
fitting model atmosphere spectra Jacoby et al. (1984) to
the observed spectra and the spectral types were derived.
Using the equivalent widths obtained for Hγ line we tried
to derive log g values for the Algols as seen in Figure 53,
as Hγ line is considered sensitive to gravity and temper-
ature thus making it an effective tool in determining the
fundamental stellar parameters (Martins et al. (2005)).
The G-band extended around 4300 Å is used as an ap-
proximate measure of CH abundance, make an appear-
ance around F3 and become very strong at late G-type to
K-type (Morgan et al. (1943)). The variables V 769 Aql, XY
Cet, RR Dra, SX Gem, FG Lyr, CH Mon, FW Mon, Z Ori, V
640 Ori, CK Per, Z Per for which the spectra were obtained
at phases close to zero, indicate relatively weak G-band.
High resolution spectra during totality phase are needed
to confirm and derive carbon abundance (Parthasarathy
et al. (1983)). This was further validated by comparing
the G-band absorption profiles with that of Hγ absorp-
tion lines. For many Algols in our sample there are no re-
cent observed epochs of primary minima, therefore the
phases given in Table 1 may not be accurate.
Fig. 53 Equivalent width of Hγ as a function of the effective
temperature adopted from Martin (Martins et al. (2005)) and Al-
gols in study overplotted to derive log g.
The H-alpha line in the spectrum of several systems
in our sample is relatively weak and or partly filled in
which indicates mass transfer and or circumstellar gas.
Monitoring the H-alpha profile of these systems at high
resolution can reveal more information. Wavelength re-
gion more than 8000 Å and in the Ca II triplet lines the
blending of the primary star spectrum with the flux of the
late-type secondary can be significant. The late-type sec-
ondary components in Algol-type systems seems to have
strong chromospheric activity than single stars of similar
spectral type therefore the Ca II IR triplet strengths can be
weaker (Parthasarathy et al. (1979)). High resolution and
high signal to noise ratio spectra at 0.25 and 0.75 phases
of most of the system in our sample may reveal the H-
alpha line of the secondary component (see for example
Parthasarathy (2017) and Parthasarathy (2018)). Algol-
type semidetached systems in which the primary min-
imum showing long duration flat bottom totality phase
similar to that of Z Per (see Figure 42) are well suited
for obtaining uncontaminated high resolution and high
signal to noise ratio spectra of the late-type evolved low
mass secondary component to derive its detailed chem-
ical composition including, C, N, O and S-process ele-
ments and may be even C12/C13 isotope ratio. Such a
study will enable us to understand the nucleosynthesis,
mixing, mass-transfer, mass-loss and evolution process
experienced by Algol-type close binaries.
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